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ABSTRACT Previous mathematical modeling of 13 cell electrical activity has involved single cells or, recently, clusters of identical cells.
Here we model clusters of heterogeneous cells that differ in size, channel density, and other parameters. We use gap-junctional electrical
coupling, with conductances determined by an experimental histogram. We find that, for reasonable parameter distributions, only a small
proportion of isolated 13 cells will burst when uncoupled, at any given value of a glucose-sensing parameter. However, a coupled,
heterogeneous cluster of such cells, if sufficiently large (- 125 cells), will burst synchronously. Small clusters of such cells will burst only
with low probability. In large clusters, the dynamics of intracellular calcium compare well with experiments. Also, these clusters possess a
dose-response curve of increasing average electrical activity with respect to a glucose-sensing parameter that is sharp when the cluster
is coupled, but shallow when the cluster is decoupled into individual cells. This is in agreement with comparative experiments on cells in
suspension and islets.
INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic 1 cells naturally exist in an electrically-cou-
pled network, the islet of Langerhans. A long-standing
question is to what extent the electrical and secretory
responses of 1 cells to glucose are properties ofindividual
cells or of the islet. The bulk of experimental evidence
indicates that a cell-bursting electrical activity depends
on gap-junctional coupling ( 1, 2). There is also direct
evidence that coupling enhances insulin secretion (3).
Some have emphasized the contribution of population
heterogeneity (4). Here we present new theoretical re-
sults that may shed light on these questions.
Most experimental reports describe bursting only in
intact islets or sufficiently large clusters ( 1). The one
report of normal-appearing bursts (although with a very
long period) from isolated 1-cells (5) has yet to be repli-
cated. The recording was obtained at a higher tempera-
ture (30'C vs room temperature) and with a different
patch clamp technique (Nystatin-perforated patch vs
whole-cell patch) than most other experiments on iso-
lated cells. Typically, isolated 1 cells exhibit depolariza-
tion and irregular spiking in elevated glucose ( 1, 2).
To account for the difference between isolated cell and
intact islet behaviors, Atwater and colleagues (6) pro-
posed the channel-sharing hypothesis, which held that
current fluctuations caused by individual channel open-
ings would prevent bursting. Cells coupled by gap junc-
tions in islets, however, would feel reduced fluctuations
because of current spread to neighbors, allowing expres-
sion of the underlying burst dynamics. We (7, 8) and
others (9) found support for this idea in simulations of
clusters with stochastic channels.
Here we consider an alternative hypothesis, motivated
in part by the observation that bursting in single-cell
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models (7, 10) is quite sensitive to parameter values.
Outside a narrow parameter regime, model cells remain
silent, spike continuously, or exhibit bursts with unphys-
iological characteristics. If pancreatic cells are likewise
sensitive and are variable, bursting might be rare among
isolated cells. On the other hand, because of coupling,
cells within an islet, despite their individual differences,
behave as a unified collective. Bursting, a slow alterna-
tion between spiking and quiescence, could occur as the
oscillating compromise among cells which would be ei-
ther steadily active or silent if isolated.
In contrast to systems based on pacemaker cells, this
proposed mechanism does not require a subpopulation
of bursting cells. Bursting results from cooperation of
cells with different properties, each of which alone pro-
duces a much simpler form of activity.
We have tested this hypothesis by simulating a hetero-
geneous population of model cells, using experimental
data on variability of cell size ( 11 ), gap-junctional con-
ductances ( 12), and ionic channel densities ( 1, 5, 13).
We find that, with only -10% variance in parameter
values, most of our individual cells are either tonically
active, or silent, with few (- 5%) bursting at a given glu-
cose level. Coupling a mixture of such cells readily leads
to synchronized bursting (see Fig. 2) in adequately sized
clusters, say of 125 cells.
Coupling heterogeneous cells also addresses our con-
cerns about parameter sensitivity: although the popula-
tion mean values of parameters remain constrained for
bursting, the ensemble tolerates considerable variability
in the parameter values of individual cells.
We cannot exclude the possibility that the observed
differences in behavior between isolated cells and islets
are experimental artifacts. We assume, however, that the
differences are genuine and search for physiological ex-
planations. Independent of this, our model provides use-
ful insights into the functioning of heterogeneous cell
populations.
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As an application ofthe model, we examine the propo-
sition that heterogeneity underlies the glucose dose-re-
sponse properties of pancreatic islets ( 14-16). Accord-
ing to this hypothesis, there is a distribution ofthresholds
for glucose response ( 14). The thresholds may apply to
the onset of electrical activity of cells or the exocytotic
release of insulin granules from cells. As the glucose in-
creases, the less responsive cells or pools are recruited.
Simulations ofpopulations ofnoninteracting cells reveal
only a weak response to glucose. When cells are coupled,
however, so that they respond as a unit, sharp dose-re-
sponse curves are obtained, in agreement with the exper-
iment. Thus, at least with respect to electrical activity
and Ca, levels, the key to glucose sensing does not seem
to be heterogeneity per se, but coupling, which over-
comes heterogeneity to permit synchronized activity,
and the dynamics of bursting.
dn n, (V) n
= x
dt T0(V),
(3)
and it inactivates slowly (time scale -5 s),
dI I=(V) - I
dt I(V) (4)
The model incorporates two V-dependent Ca2" currents, IC.,f and
IC.,, ( 18) and there is a small, V-independent Ca2" leak current (23).
Each Ca2" current is a product of the conductance and a Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz driving force that neglects dependence on Ca,, the con-
centration of intracellular Ca2:
Ica,f =gfast( V) Ica,s = gsjo0W( V) Icaj = l(V), (5 )
O(V) Cao V
[I - exp 13]3
(6)
Ic,, activates instantaneously and inactivates slowly ( 10 s):
MODELING AND METHODS
Single-cell model
Previous studies with coupling were based on a Chay-Keizer single-cell
model ( 17) as modified by Sherman et al. (7). However, recent whole-
cell electrophysiological data ( 18, 19) concerning the details ofcalcium
currents appear incompatible with activation parameter values of that
model. Also, whereas in the Chay-Keizer type models bursting results
from slow accumulation and removal of intracellular Ca2", intracellu-
lar Ca2" has now been visualized with dyes (20, 21 ) and it appears that
calcium varies rapidly relative to burst duration. A newer single-cell
model ( 10) incorporates the recent data on Ca 2+ currents and does not
rely on slow variation in intracellular Ca2+. Rather, as previously pro-
posed (22), bursting is driven by a slowly varying ATP-modulated
potassium (K-ATP) conductance. With one modification, we use this
model for individual cells in our clusters.
We do not want to focus on whether the adopted model faithfully
represents the ,B cell in all respects. Indeed, the behavior ofthis model is
sensitive to the existence of small currents at negative membrane po-
tentials (10), and there is question as to whether such currents have
been completely quantified by the protocols of Hopkins et al. (18),
Satin and Cook ( 19), or others. Also one group (5) has failed to detect
a slowly varying K-ATP conductance during bursting. Rather, in the
absence ofconsensus as to the correct mechanism for bursting, we look
for model-independent features by comparing results with those using
an earlier, modified Chay-Keizer model (7, 8).
Model parameters are as in Fig. 6 of reference 10 except as indicated
below. The capacitance, ionic currents, and conductances are defined
as densities, per unit area of cell surface.
The current balance equation is
dV
Cm -J iions (1)
where lion is the sum of several Ca2' and K+ currents:
'ion = ICa,f( V, Pca,o) + ICa,,( V J) + Ical(V)
+ IK-dr( V, n, I) + IK-ATP( V)* (2)
The delayed rectifier current, IK-d, = gKnI( V - VK), activates on a
-20 ms time scale, with open probability, n, satisfying
9slow = c( 1 - Xf)Mam(V)J,
dJ Jcj; (V) - J
dt Tj(V)
(7)
(8)
The kinetics of Icaf depend on both voltage-gated activation and fast
( 100 ms) inactivation by Ca2", incorporated in the open probability,
PMO:
(9)
See reference 10 for details of pa,0 kinetics. The parameter Xf parti-
tions the Ca2" conductance into components that inactivate rapidly or
slowly.
Although I and J represent slow processes, in this model bursting is
primarily driven by slow oscillations in [ATPJ and [ADPJ]. During the
active phase, increased Caj inhibits ATP production (22):
dATP] k exp[R - Rai [ADP] - [ATP] (10)
dt RkIxP
(ATP] + [ADP] = A is assumed constant, thus [ADP] rises during the
active phase, leading to an increase in IK-ATP,
+ [ADP]
PKK-ATP ]KIK-ATP
'__A _P [ATP] (V 0
+
,
+
K
which terminates the burst and repolarizes the cell. The rate of ATP
synthesis increases with R, which is considered as the glucose-sensing
parameter, increasing with glucose. Caj is determined by a balance of
influx and removal:
dCa, 3 1c, f+I
dt [ 2Fr c afc ascali (1
Here F is Faraday's constant and r is the cell radius.
When simulations were run with a heterogeneous cluster, Ca2' levels
in some cells rose to 21 1gM. To prevent this, we postulated an addi-
tional mechanism of Ca2+ uptake from the cytosol, which only be-
comes significant at high Ca2 . We add the following Hill function to
the right-hand side of Eq. 12:
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TABLE 1 Parameters that are distributed
Cm = 10.0 fF m-2
Xf= 0.27
gK-ATP = 9.744 pSm 2
r = 7.0 im
kc. = 0.12 ms-'
A = 1.0 mM
gCa = 6.685 pS mM-' gm-'
giak = 28.58 fS mM-' um-2
gK= 8.120 pSMm-2
R = 0.49
ka = 0.035 s-1
* Parameters not listed here are identical to reference 10, Fig. 6. In
contrast to reference 10, conductances and capacitance are per unit
area here.
-
CaN
_fQ 1 (3Kupt + CaN (13)
Standard values ofsome parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The
values ofother parameters not shown above, and the form offunctions
such as n., T.n, et cetera may be found in reference 10.
For comparison, some studies were done using a modified Chay-
Keizer model (7, 8) for individual cells instead.
Numerical methods
The method for integration of the equations for a cluster of cells has
been previously described (8). We use Heun's method (a predictor-
corrector form of the trapezoidal rule) with a time step At = 0.1 Ims;
some calculations were repeated with At = 0.01 ms to check that suffi-
cient accuracy had been attained. Computations were performed on a
Cray YMP computer, which allowed vectorizing the computation over
cells to keep computing time within reason. As our model cluster, we
used a 5 X 5 X 5 cube of cells. This is smaller than an islet, but repre-
sents a compromise with available computing power; 150 s ofproblem
time takes - 15 min of central processing unit time.
Modeling cell heterogeneity
For simulations, cell heterogeneity is implemented by normally distrib-
uting the parameters in Table 1. Gaussian random variables are gener-
ated with the Box-Mueller algorithm.
Experimental data on parameter variability are available for only a
few parameters, specifically cell size and channel conductances. Fluo-
rescence-activated cell sorting has been used to quantify the distribu-
tion of size ofdispersed # cells from rat islets (4, 1 1). We distribute the
cell radii in a Gaussian manner. Then the resulting distribution of cell
surface area is skewed and has a tail at large volumes, as does the
experimental distribution. We assume a standard deviation of 8% of
the mean for the distribution of radii. Then, approximately two thirds
ofthe cells have surface area within 17% ofthe mean, similar to experi-
ment (11).
Total conductances and Cm increase with surface area, whereas pa-
rameters such as kc., the rate constant for Ca2' removal, do not. In
addition, Cm might vary because ofdifferences in membrane composi-
tion, and is distributed. Similarly, conductances are distributed be-
cause of differences in channel density. Rorsman and Trube (1) esti-
mated the standard deviation of the whole-cell Ca2+ conductance in
mouse # cells, and that ofthe K+ conductance due to the delayed-recti-
fier channel. They divided by the cell capacitance, providing a rough
measure of channel density distribution. Standard deviations on the
order of 10% are suggested by this data. The distribution of ATP-de-
pendent K+ channel density is not well characterized, but the input
conductance of different cells in the absence and presence ofglucose
has been examined (5, 13) and the variation is significant, probably
- 10-20% of the mean. Because this input conductance is mainly due
to the ATP-dependent K+ channel in the absence ofglucose, these data
provide an estimate ofthe K - ATP conductance distribution ifthe cell
capacitance is relatively constant. The leak conductance, g,, was as-
signed a standard deviation of 15%.
The remaining parameters in Table 1, such as kc., or the glucose-
sensing parameter R, depend on numbers of transporters, electron-
transport proteins, et cetera, and, although not yet experimentally
characterized, are also expected to vary. We assume standard devia-
tions of 10%. Our qualitative results do not depend on the precise
values of these standard deviations.
Parameters in Table 2 are kept uniform over the cell population. The
parameter X, for example, is a property of a particular molecular spe-
cies, i.e., a particular ion channel, and would only vary ifthis molecule
were subject to differing influences capable of altering its conforma-
tion; we neglect this possibility. Other molecular parameters are found
in steady state inactivation and activation expressions and, because
they are always constant at the values given in Fig. 6 of reference 10,
they are not listed here. We have simplified by keeping Ca., the extra-
cellular Ca2" concentration, the same for all cells, although Ca. (and
K.) are likely to vary in a real cluster.
Heterogeneous coupling
To model a cluster off cells, we index the single-cell equations by cell
number, j, and add to the current-balance equation the gap-junctional
current, which is proportional to the voltage difference between cells:
Cmj oIionj + z gjk(Vk - Vj)-dt kEEN (14)
The summation is over the neighbors k of cell j. In a cubic lattice,
interior cells have six neighbors, exterior cells fewer. Heretofore, we
have considered coupling conductances between all cells identical (8).
However, this conductance between fi cells in isolated pairs varies
greatly, according to Perez-Armendariz et al. ( 12), who measured elec-
trical coupling between pairs of # cells dispersed from mouse islets.
They constructed a histogram showing that - 35% ofpairs were uncou-
pled, and that the conductance of coupled pairs varied from 25 to 600
pS, with a mean and standard deviation of 215 and 1 10 pS, respec-
tively.
To simulate this histogram ("Perez histogram"), we divide the inter-
val (0, 1) into subintervals whose lengths equal the fractions of cells
having coupling conductances within corresponding 25 pS-wide subin-
tervals of the histogram. Then, to assign each coupling conductance,
we call a random number generator to pick from a uniform distribu-
tion on (0, 1 ) and assign the conductance on the basis ofthe subinterval
TABLE 2 Parameters that are uniform over cells
VK --75 mV
Ca. = 2.5 mM
Q = 0.12MM ms-'
X = 0.84
K0,,p = 0.6 AM
N = 3
* Parameters not listed here are identical to reference 10, Fig. 6. In
contrast to reference 10, conductances and capacitance are per unit
area here.
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in which the number falls. It is necessary to ensure subsequently that
gj:=9kj.9ik
We neglect the effect of gap-junctional current on Ca, because, un-
less gap junctions select for Ca2+, K+ and Na+ would carry most ofthis
current because of their much higher concentrations. Thus, the effect
on Ca, would be small. We also neglect possible diffusion ofATP and
ADP through gap junctions, and any correlation between coupling
conductance and cell size. Finally, we neglect possible dependence of
gap-junctional coupling on glucose level, although evidence for this
exists (24).
Results
Bursting in a heterogeneous cluster
In Fig. 1 A we show bursting for an isolated cell in the
model of Smolen and Keizer (10). The time course of
Cai (Fig. 1 B) is also burstlike; and its sharp upstroke and
magnitude are consistent with recent experiments visual-
izing Cai with Ca2"-sensitive dyes (20, 21). The slow
variable that drives the bursts is (ADP) (Fig. 1 C). The
voltage bursts have a smooth envelope of spiking which
tends to "pinch in" just after the beginning of the burst.
This feature, which is not seen experimentally, appears
in the model to be related to inactivation of Ca>2
currents by Ca2. The pinching cannot be eliminated by
tuning parameters while remaining faithful to the volt-
age-clamp currents, which include Ca2+-mediated inac-
tivation.
For the cluster simulations, we added a Ca2 -damping
term (Eq. 13), as explained in Modeling and Methods.
Also, because coupling changes burst characteristics
such as plateau fraction and spike amplitude, some pa-
rameters (Cm, R, X) were adjusted to values (Tables 1
and 2) that result in reasonable bursts for coupled clus-
ters. Interestingly, with this standard set ofparameters, a
single cell does not burst but remains at a hyperpolarized
steady state (not shown).
Ifthe parameters are distributed, as described in Mod-
eling and Methods, but the cells are not coupled, very
few cells, 4, burst; 69 cells are silent, and 52 spike contin-
uously. Fig. 2, A-C shows the voltage time course of
three cells in the cluster, one silent, one bursting, and one
continuously spiking. The large spike amplitudes in Fig.
2, B and Care a consequence ofthe low value of X, 0.84.
We coupled the cells using conductances determined
by the Perez histogram ( 12). Fig. 2, D-F shows the volt-
age time courses in the coupled cluster for the same cells
as in Fig. 2, A-C. Almost all the cells in this cluster burst
with bursts of physiological appearance. The low value
of X, which generates very large spikes in isolated cells,
gives acceptable spikes here. This effect of coupling to
diminish spike height has been noted previously (8, 25).
The pinching seen in the single-cell model (Fig. 1 A)
disappears completely when the cells are coupled. The
spike height varies rapidly within a burst. Such variabil-
ity, present in most experimental records from islets (26;
27; and reference 28, Fig. 4.1 ) is not produced by any
single-cell, deterministic model. This irregularity, also
seen in reference 29, is purely deterministic; note that
there is no jitter in the silent phase, in contrast to refer-
ence 8, where stochastic channel events play a role.
We modeled 20 variants of this cluster, identical ex-
cept for the seed for the random number generator used
to assign parameters and coupling conductances. All
these clusters exhibited coordinated bursting, with the
great majority of cells bursting. Within a few variant
clusters phase differences among cells exceeded 1/10 of
a burst period, and some bursts had odd appearances,
unlike most published records. Occasionally, small
spikes during the silent phase were seen, reflecting cou-
pling to more active neighbors. There are a few pub-
lished (reference 28, Fig. 4.12 B; reference 30, Fig. 5.2)
records resembling our odd simulated bursts. Within
most cluster variants, however, the bursts looked like
those in Fig. 2, D-F.
The bursts are synchronized among cells, but spiking
is not. Corresponding bursts ofdifferent cells have differ-
ent numbers of spikes, with different shapes. Fig. 2 G
shows spikes at the beginning ofa burst for two cells that
are not nearest neighbors. Although not apparent in Fig.
2 G, spiking is somewhat correlated among cells as indi-
cated by the spikes in the time course of Vaveraged over
the cluster (Fig. 2 H). In contrast, averaged V for the
uncoupled cluster of Fig. 2, A-C (not shown) is essen-
tially flat.
Another view of the effects of coupling is the scatter
plot (Fig. 3) of the oscillation amplitudes of V and
[ADP] for the cells. In the uncoupled cluster the silent
cells (Fig. 2 A) have AV = 0 and A[ADP] = 0. The
continuously spiking cells have A[ADP] near zero but
nonzero AV (Fig. 2 C). Only the four bursting cells are
marked by a significant A[ADP], generated by silent-to-
active transitions. In the coupled case, all but one of the
cells bursts.
In the cluster, [ADP ] oscillations (not shown) are sim-
ilar to those in single cells (Fig. 1 C). [ADP] levels vary
from cell to cell. Fig. D shows the time course of Cai
averaged over the cluster. This average measure corre-
sponds to experiments in which islets are loaded with a
Ca" -sensitive dye (20, 21 ), and more closely resembles
the experimental results than does Fig. 1 B in that the
spikes on the plateau are smaller. This is because the
voltage spikes are smaller and because the cells spike
asynchronously.
Robustness of bursting
One of our initial motivations was to make bursting
more robust with respect to parameter variation. We
have seen that coupling may allow bursting in a cluster
even if few cells can burst when isolated. Roughly, the
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FIGURE I Bursting of the model of Smolen and Keizer (10). Parameters are as in reference 10, Fig. 6. Membrane potential (A), intracellular
[Ca2+] (B), and intracellular [ADP] (C) are shown for a solitary fi cell. D shows the time course of [Ca2+] averaged over all cells in the coupled 5 x
5 x 5 cluster of Fig. 2, D-F.
cluster bursts if the population mean values of parame-
ters are near the bursting regime for a single cell. Individ-
ual cells in a bursting cluster may be far from the mean
and far from values that allow bursting without cou-
pling. In this sense, bursting is more robust, because pop-
ulation means vary less than values for the individual
cells.
The behavior' of the cluster cannot be completely pre-
dicted from that ofan isolated cell with the mean parame-
ters (the mean cell). For example, Fig. 5 shows heteroge-
neous clusters as in Fig. 2, but with a range of values for
the mean ofR, R. The range ofvalues ofR that supports
bursting for a cluster is left shifted relative to the mean
cell. In particular, the mean cell corresponding to the
cluster in Fig. 2 (A = 0.49) would be silent if isolated.
In Fig. 5, coupling expands the parameter regime for
bursting, but with different choices of other parameters,
such as kca, this would not necessarily hold. We
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FIGURE 2 Synchronized bursting due to electrical coupling of heterogeneous ,B cells in a 5 x 5 x 5 cluster. Membrane potential time courses for
selected cells, uncoupled (left) and coupled (right). Uncoupled, only four cells burst; the rest are either silent (69 cells) or continuously active (52
cells). Those that burst have large spikes. Three cells, not nearest neighbors, are shown. Uncoupled, one is silent (A), one bursting (B), and one
continuously spiking (C). Nearest-neighbor coupling induces synchronized bursting ofthe entire cluster. The same three cells coupled are shown in
D, E, and F. G magnifies the leading spikes in a burst from the cells in E (offset by +30 mV) and F; spikes are not synchronized. H shows the time
course of the average voltage of all cells in the coupled cluster.
tested this with clusters in which just two parameters
were distributed, R and kc.. As in Fig. 5, the cluster
could burst in some cases where the mean cell could not
but failed to burst in some cases where the mean cell
could. With this broader view, however, it was apparent
that although coupling changed the shape of the burst
region, it did not cause an overall increase in area. Thus,
although robustness is enhanced in that each cell need
not be in the burst regime, the mean must still lie in a
relatively small region of parameter space.
In particular, coupled clusters are sensitive to varia-
tions in the mean channel densities, especially kcj. This
sensitivity is significantly greater when the single-chan-
nel current-voltage relation is given by the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz formula, which permits single-channel
rectification, rather than the strictly linear Ohm's law
relationship.
Small clusters
In cultured clusters of 5-10 mouse a cells, ragged bursts
with short (5 s) and variable periods are observed experi-
mentally (L. Satin, personal communication). There is
one exceptional report of long well-defined bursts (5).
Simulations with homogeneous, uniformly coupled
clusters of stochastic cells (7, 8) indeed produce noisier
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FIGURE 3 Characterization ofbehavior (bursting or otherwise) for all cells in the coupled vs uncoupled 125-cell cluster. Points show A[ADP],the
difference between maximum and minimum [ADP] within a 100-s interval, vs A V, the difference between maximum and minimum voltages, for
each cell in the cluster. Uncoupled cells (filled triangles); coupled cells (open squares). In the uncoupled cluster, 69 cells are silent, having both
A[ADP] and AV = 0. Cells with A[ADP] = 0 and AVnot zero are continuously spiking. Only four uncoupled cells burst. Upon coupling, most cells
burst and move to a larger A[4ADP], occupying a region of roughly 20 < AV < 40, 0.01 < A[ADP] < 0.04.
bursts when cluster size is small, say <50. As cluster size
decreases, the bursts become noisier and degenerate into
irregular spiking, so that no cell in a 5-10 cell cluster can
be said to burst.
With small heterogeneous coupled clusters, lacking
channel noise, we find a different pattern than in the
stochastic simulations. We simulated 30 independent
trials (different seeds for the random number generator)
with a 2 X 2 X 2 cube. Cell parameters and coupling
conductances were distributed as for Fig. 2. Ofthe clus-
ters that could be unambiguously classified, five burst,
11 were continuously active, and 11 were silent. Small
clusters are more liable to sample error and thus less
likely to burst than large clusters. Three clusters could
not be classified because both bursting and continuous
spiking were present. One expects poorer synchroniza-
tion in small clusters because of the smaller number of
connections ofboundary cells. Because parameter space
is less well sampled within a small cluster the burst pat-
terns also vary widely from cluster to cluster. For exam-
ple, two clusters had bursts with almost no spikes.
Thus, whereas the stochastic model predicts a gradual
degradation ofburst quality as population size decreases,
the bursts in the heterogeneous, noise-free model do not
degrade, but rather fewer bursting clusters are found. Be-
cause heterogeneity does not explain the noisy bursting
observed experimentally in small clusters, channel noise,
or experimental conditions such as temperature, may be
important factors.
Dependence of synchrony on coupling
strength
Previous simulations with homogeneous, uniformly
coupled, stochastic clusters (8) showed that burst period
is not monotonic with respect to coupling strength, but
achieves a maximum well above its value at very weak or
strong coupling. When coupling is very strong, spikes, as
well as bursts, synchronize and the behavior of the clus-
ter is identical to that ofa single cell with the same param-
eter values. We report here similar computations with
heterogeneous clusters. Parameters were assigned as in
Fig. 2, but the mean ofR was raised to 0.56 to keep the
cluster from becoming silent at very strong coupling.
Coupling was made uniform for all cells for comparison
with earlier work. To assess the synchrony of bursting,
we plotted the time course of the fraction of cells active,
fA, with "active" defined as V> -53 mV.
For no coupling,fA is constant with small random fluc-
tuations (Fig. 4 A), reflecting the lack of synchrony
among the continuously active cells; almost no cells
burst. With very weak coupling of 25 pS, there is some
synchrony (Fig. 4 B). The crest-to-trough amplitude of
thefA oscillations shows that about one-third ofthe cells
are bursting together. At 50 pS (Fig. 4 C), most cells are
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FIGURE 4 Degree of synchrony increases in a 125-cell cluster of heterogeneous # cells with increasing uniform coupling strength. Cell parameters
are as in Fig. 2, except mean R is increased to 0.56. A-Fshow percent ofcells active (V> -53 mV) vs time forgap junctional conductancegc = 0, 25,
50, 100, 275, and 1000 pS, respectively. Burst synchronization is virtually complete at 100 pS, but spike synchronization requires stronger coupling.
G shows the burst period Tversus coupling strength. Period is maximized for coupling in the physiological range; the maximum occurs at aboutg, =
225 pS and exceeds by 50% the period for infinitely strong coupling. The horizontal line indicates the period of the mean cell of the cluster.
bursting with weak synchrony. At times, nearly all cells
are active or silent, but the rounded shape ofthe oscilla-
tion indicates wide variation in plateau fraction among
cells. An unusual pattern, with one group of cells burst-
ing every other period, is seen. At gr = 100 pS (Fig. 4 D)
all cells are bursting synchronously, with fA oscillating
between 0 and 1, corresponding to all cells silent and
active, respectively. A similar approximate coupling
threshold was found for synchronization of bursting
with identical, noisy cells (8). Plateau fraction now var-
ies little among cells. The rounded transitions between
active and silent phases reflect phase-lag across the clus-
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ter. As g& is increased above 100 pS, the burst period
increases significantly. At 275 pS (Fig. 4 E) spikes have
appeared in the time course offA. This reflects synchroni-
zation of the voltage spikes among all the cells; the base
ofthe spikes in some cells is now below -53 mV. Finally,
at very high coupling ( 1,000 pS) the spikes are well syn-
chronized in all cells and are large (similar to Fig. 2 B),
all dipping below -53 mV, so thatfA spikes from 0 to 1
(Fig. 4 F). Unlike in homogeneous clusters (8), other
variables such as Caj and [ADP] do not equalize because
Caj and [ADP] handling parameters are distributed.
The dependence of burst period on coupling conduc-
tance is summarized in Fig. 4 G. As in homogeneous
clusters, there is a maximum at intermediate coupling.
The maximum is - 50% greater than either that at very
strong coupling or that of the cluster's mean cell, which
bursts at the increased value ofR here. At very large gr
burst period asymptotes to a value near, but not identical
to, that of the mean cell.
The above phenomena depend on the strength, not
the form, of the coupling; similar results were obtained
by scaling the nonuniform ge's of the Perez histogram.
For uniform coupling ofg& 200 pS we found a slow
modulation ofthe spike envelope. See also reference 29,
Fig. 2. This phenomenon, not reported in experiments,
appears to be a transitional stage between the rapid spike
modulation seen with heterogeneous coupling (Fig. 2,
D-F) and the unmodulated, perfectly synchronized
spikes seen at very strong coupling.
Glucose dose-response properties
We can use the heterogeneous cluster model to study the
implications of cell variability for glucose dose-response
behavior. Pipeleers and co-workers (4, 11, 16) summa-
rized differences in the electrical responses of f cells (31 )
and in their metabolic redox states (32). Although we do
not model a cell's redox state, we can simulate the effects
of glucose on intracellular [ADP] and Cat. Increased
glucose is modeled as increased ATP synthesis rate, R
( 10, 22). We measure glucose response by Cat, averaged
over cells and over time, versus R, and by the population
mean plateau fraction (fraction of time spent in the ac-
tive phase of bursting) versus R, the mean ofR. Plateau
fraction (26) correlates with the rate ofinsulin secretion,
and, in the model, Caj correlates with plateau fraction.
The main result (Fig. 5) is that the dose-response
curve for the coupled cluster (filled circles) is much
steeper than that for the uncoupled cluster (filled
squares). The uncoupled configuration corresponds to
an experiment (3) with isolated cells in suspension.
Plateau fraction (not shown) behaves similarly.
The dose-response curves for both the coupled and
uncoupled clusters are bracketed by a range of Caj levels
within which the middle two thirds of the cells fall. The
range for the uncoupled cluster (dashed lines) is much
broader than for the coupled cluster (shaded region).
There is substantial variation of Ca, levels among cells
even in the coupled case. The [ADP] distribution (not
shown) is little affected by changing R within the burst-
ing range.
We also show the dose-response curve for the mean
cell ofthe cluster (open circles), illustrating that the clus-
ter's behavior is not simply determined by that of the
mean cell. The cluster has a left-shifted curve and also
substantially higher Caj levels.
DISCUSSION
We have explored a new hypothesis for why few (or no)
isolated : cells burst although bursting is robustly ob-
served in mouse islets. We postulated that because ofcell
heterogeneity, most cells have parameters outside the
narrow range that supports bursting, but that coupling
would allow populations of cells to cooperate and
achieve bursting. The bursting regime is narrow in these
models because bursting depends on a delicate balance
of small currents.
We have confirmed by simulations that distributing
parameters with a standard deviation as small as 10-
20%, as reported experimentally, is enough to prevent
bursting in all but a few randomly chosen cells (Figs. 2,
A-C and 3). Most cells were either silent (hyperpolar-
ized) or continuously spiking, although steady depolar-
ization was also seen. Coupling ofphysiologically plausi-
ble extent and strength, however, readily led to synchro-
nized bursting (Figs. 2, D-F and 3) in large clusters ( 125
cells). This held even with no gap junctions between
35% of nearest-neighbor pairs. The bursts looked realis-
tic in that their spike heights varied rapidly, somewhat
like experimental records. In the intermediate case of
small clusters (eight cells), bursting was seen only rarely.
We have replicated our qualitative results with a second,
rather different model for /3 cell electrophysiology, a
modified Chay-Keizer model (7), suggesting that the
results are not model dependent.
Bursts are generated in heterogeneous clusters by bal-
ancing silent and active cells. Consider the simplified
case of two cells. Choose parameters such that, when
uncoupled, one cell is silent and one continuously spik-
ing. (For example, adjust the glucose-sensing parameter
R.) Now couple the cells strongly so that they have the
same V, or nearly so. Then, unless the spiker or the silent
cell is strongly dominant, the pair will not remain either
spiking or silent, but will instead cycle periodically be-
tween the two states, i.e., burst. When they are both si-
lent, the more excitable cell will slowly depolarize the
pair until they cross threshold and begin to spike. When
they are both spiking, the less excitable cell will cause an
eventual repolarization.
For coupled clusters, the collective behavior can be
silent, bursting, or continuously spiking, depending on
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FIGURE 5 Glucose dose-response curves for the heterogeneous cluster and its mean cell. Increasing glucose is modeled by increasing R, or its mean
value, A for the cluster. The response is in terms ofintracellular [Ca2+ ] averaged over 140 s and over cells, for coupled (filled circles) and uncoupled
(filled squares) clusters. The gray region includes time-averaged [Ca2+ ] oftwo thirds ofthe cells in the coupled cluster. The analogous region for the
uncoupled case is bounded by the two dashed curves. The dose-response curve for the coupled cluster is steeper, and [Ca2 ] much less variable. Fig.
2 corresponds to the case R = 0.49. The cluster curve is broadened and left-shifted relative to the mean cell (open circles). Bursting regime for the
cluster is indicated by the solid horizontal bar above the abscissa and for the mean cell by the dashed bar.
the proportions of intrinsically (i.e., when isolated) si-
lent and continuously active cells. For example, in Fig. 5,
the mean value ofR for the cluster, R, is varied. At low
R. most of the cells are intrinsically silent, and so is the
coupled cluster. As R increases, some silent cells become
active. When the ratio ofintrinsically active to silent cells
reaches - 1:2, the cluster begins to burst. The plateau
fraction of the bursts increases with R, until the ratio of
active to silent reaches - 1:1, when the cluster goes into
continuous spiking (plateau fraction is 1).
In the absence ofcoupling, as the silent cells convert to
spikers with increasing R, most pass through a narrow
regime of bursting. However, at any given level ofR few
cells burst. These bursters are not necessary for the cou-
pled cluster to burst: they can be removed with little ef-
fect. Nor are they sufficient: if too many of the cells are
intrinsically silent, a few bursters scattered randomly can
not drive the cluster to burst, but are suppressed by the
silent cells. The three-dimensional character of our clus-
ters (and real islets) means that the bursters are electro-
tonically close to a large conductance load. In our simula-
tions, a minority of bursters could initiate a wave of
bursting in a silent majority only if they were grouped
together spatially and partially electrically isolated, by
making coupling strength implausibly small or by mak-
ing the cluster one dimensional.
This differs from pacemaker systems, such as the
heart, in which a subpopulation of cells capable of oscil-
lating on their own drives the rest. Nor can the continu-
ously active cells be said to drive the slow oscillation; the
contribution of both active and silent groups is needed.
In single-cell models, bursting depends on bistability
in the underlying spike-generating mechanism between
a depolarized active state and a hyperpolarized silent
state, as well as a slow process (here, variation ofADP;
see Fig. 1 ) to switch between them (7, 10). Cells in a
cluster must still meet this requirement. For example,
coupling two standard Hodgkin-Huxley-type neurons,
with applied bias currents such that one cell is at rest and
one oscillatory, would not suffice to give bursting, be-
cause there is no slow process to switch spiking on
and off.
Rhythmogenesis by parameter mixing of active and
silent cells is also applicable to simpler models, such as
coupled excitable cells, one excited and one at rest, ofthe
Fitzhhugh-Nagumo type (33). A similar idea was also
proposed (34) to explain how adding a small number of
periodically secreting Dictyostelium amoebae to a popu-
lation of mutant chaotic secreters suppresses the chaos.
Although the behavior of clusters differs from that of
their mean cells (Fig. 5), roughly speaking, clusters burst
if their mean parameters are near the bursting regime.
Because the mean varies less from cluster to cluster than
the values for individual cells, coupling enhances the ro-
bustness of bursting. It is still the case, however, that the
mean values of some parameters, particularly conduc-
tances, have to fall within narrow ranges for bursting to
be obtained. Fig. 5 shows that the range of mean values
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ofR that supports bursting is expanded by coupling, but
for some other combinations of parameter values the
range is diminished.
The "stochastic channel-sharing hypothesis" (7, 8) of-
fered another reason why single cells could not burst:
channel noise, especially from large-conductance Ca2+-
activated K+ (K-Ca) channels, may disrupt the bursts. It
has lost favor because of evidence that blocking K-Ca
channels with charybdotoxin has little effect on bursting
in islets (35) and because some higher-temperature, per-
forated patch recordings from single cells show noise-
free activity (5). The stochastic and heterogeneity hy-
potheses are not mutually exclusive, and may both be
relevant.
Both hypotheses predict that sufficiently large, suffi-
ciently well-coupled clusters will burst, but they also
differ in some ways. For small coupling strength one
finds noisy, tonic spiking in the stochastic case, and a
division of the population into spikers, silent cells, and
(a few) bursters in the heterogeneous case. As cluster
size, N, decreases the bursts gradually degrade in the sto-
chastic case as the perturbing effects of channel fluctua-
tions are enhanced (7, 8). In the heterogeneous case
small cluster size results in poorer sampling ofthe param-
eter space. Typically, a small cluster either has well-de-
fined bursts or does not burst at all, but the probability of
bursting declines with N. This is a prediction that could
be tested by systematic electrical recordings from clus-
ters of different sizes.
In both cases spike amplitude is reduced by the cou-
pling interactions because the spikes are not synchro-
nized even though the bursts are. Compare Fig. 2, B and
E, and also see reference 8, Fig. 5. One lesson is that
some details of the individual cell dynamics, such as the
large amplitude spikes with "pinching" in Fig. 1 A, may
be lost when the cells are coupled. In modeling, neglect-
ing coupling when matching experimental time courses
could be misleading.
For both heterogeneous and stochastic clusters with
uniform coupling, synchronized bursting occurs for cou-
pling conductance > -50-100 pS. As coupling increases
above this threshold, burst period first increases to a
maximum, and then declines. The initial increase in
burst period is a consequence of the reduction of spike
amplitude. The reason is as follows. Bursts are termi-
nated when some slow negative-feedback variable (e.g.,
[ADP] in our model) increases to a critical level. When
the threshold for spike activity rises to meet the plateau
potential, the bursts end. Because spike amplitude is re-
duced at intermediate coupling, the plateau is raised,
more inhibition is required, and the bursts increase in
duration.
The reduction of spike amplitude and resulting in-
crease in burst period has been previously described for
pairs of identical bursters (25, Fig. 3). It was shown that
for weak coupling in-phase spiking is unstable and the
spikes lock 180° out-of-phase. For very strong coupling,
the spikes synchronize in-phase, but for intermediate
coupling no periodic, phase-locked behavior is stable;
instead there are aperiodic oscillations ofvarying ampli-
tude. The rapid amplitude modulation of the spikes in
cell clusters (Fig. 2 G; reference 8, Fig. 2; and reference
29) appears to be related to this phenomenon. Record-
ings of spikes from two cells in islets (reference 27, Fig.
3) show some signs of this amplitude modulation and
imperfect spike synchrony.
Coupling has been proposed (36) as a way to reconcile
the slow bursts (5) and the slow Cai oscillations reported
in isolated cells (36, 37) with the much faster bursts of
membrane potential and Cai found in islets. These com-
plex phenomena are beyond our scope here, but we see
no basis in our study of electrical coupling effects for an
increase in burst frequency; we find rather the opposite.
We have not, however, considered the possibility that
cells in islets experience a different chemical environ-
ment from isolated cells.
It has been suggested that cell variability has func-
tional significance (4). The threshold distribution model
for insulin secretion ( 14) assumes that the sigmoidal se-
cretory response of islets to glucose is the result of a
Gaussian-like distribution ofthresholds for insulin pack-
ets or for cells. The latter variant has been emphasized
recently (4). Our approach was to use the heterogeneous
cluster model to derive the sigmoidal response from the
electrical activity. We assumed a Gaussian distribution
of the glucose-sensing parameter, R, rather than the se-
cretory output. Lacking a secretory mechanism in the
model, we measured the output, with and without cou-
pling, in terms of the surrogate quantities mean plateau
fraction and mean Cai levels. Fig. 5 shows that without
coupling the glucose response is linear and shallow,
whereas with coupling it is sigmoidal and sharp. The
reduced response at low glucose (basal response) with
coupling is due to suppression of the active cells by the
silent cells. As glucose increases, enough cells become
active to induce bursting, giving a clear threshold.
These results are consistent with experiments showing
that the secretion dose-response curve of a coupled,
large cluster or islet is considerably steeper than for iso-
lated cells in suspension. Halban et al. (3; Fig. 1 ) found a
10-fold increase in secretion in islets when glucose was
raised from 2.8 (subthreshold) to 16.7 mM (maximally
stimulatory), whereas in isolated cells, the secretion at
2.8 mM was elevated fourfold relative to islets but was
only increased another twofold at 16.7 mM. Allowing
cells to reaggregate restored gap junctions, restored nor-
mal basal secretion, and partially restored the response
to high glucose. It would be possible now to look for
further experimental verification ofthis prediction ofthe
model by measuring Cai levels in isolated cells and in
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aggregates. Our model, of course, ignores the possibility
ofresponses to glucose not dependent on membrane po-
tential or Cai, and ignores any paracrine effects within
the islet.
Note that in our model heterogeneity is not required
for a glucose-sensing threshold; single cells that can burst
also have a sharp dose-response curve (e.g., the mean
cell, Fig. 5). What we have shown is that, in the presence
of heterogeneity, nonlinear coupling interactions can
produce a threshold where simple linear summation of
heterogeneous responses does not.
We conclude that, far from merely acting to synchro-
nize the electrical activity of pancreatic islets, gap junc-
tional coupling profoundly shapes and modifies that
electrical activity. This is seen in the emergence ofburst-
ing through mixing of cells with disparate properties, in
the modification of spike patterns to increase burst pe-
riod, and in the cooperation ofdifferentially glucose-sen-
sitive cells to produce a well-defined threshold for the
glucose response. Thus, the dynamic repertoire ofcells is
enriched and rendered more robust and, perhaps, better
suited to the biological role of regulating insulin secre-
tion. We hope that this paper will motivate deeper experi-
mental study of the comparative properties of isolated
cells and islets.
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